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Damian Fanelli, Guitar World: “Experiment 34 guitarist Kevin Nenichka’s playing sizzles, 
scorches and soars.” 

Nikki Black of 95.9 the Rat’s “Jersey Rock”: “Band of the Week. Just when you think you’ve 
got them figured out, they change it up. That’s what I love about them.”  

Cool Dad Music: “Experiment 34 have the chops to jam with anyone”  

Speak Into My Good Eye: “Each test subject turns in an individual performance that coheres 
beautifully and is worthy of repeat listens just to track everything that’s going.” 

Pop*Break: “Experiment 34’s sound combines psychedelic rhythms, funky grooves, intense rap 
hooks and fiery guitar solos that have the power to expel negative energies from listeners.”  

Tim Louie, Stan Levinstone Presents/Aquarian Weekly: “They were pretty awesome on 
every level. Their musicianship was spot on and tight. The vocals even fit the music they were 
playing … “Experiment” might be the best way to describe their music because they seem to 
dabble in many styles in their songwriting.” 

The Aquarian Weekly: “Their psychedelic type of alternative rock music is something we don’t 
hear much anymore, so listening to this foursome is a rejuvenating experience.”  

NJArts.net: “Top Ten Art Event of the Week: A new band with a bold, eclectic sound and a flair 
for the dramatic.”  

New Jersey Stage: “Spotlight of the Week: This is a band that’s been making noise throughout 
the state with their genre-bending rock tunes that remind us of something fans of Red Hot Chili 
Peppers or Faith No More would love.” 

Keith Roth of Sirius XM and 95.9 the Rat: “I really like it. It’s hard and funky. And it’s got a 
little bit of Hendrix in there.”  

Joan Jett bassist Hal Selzer: “I'm digging this! Really cool sound they have, almost a mix of 
jam, blues, '70s rock, a little funky. Retro and modern at the same time. Very cool.” 


